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Public transit use in Los Angeles County and New York City 
 

Background 
 
Public transit had a golden time in the early 1900s. It enabled people to travel faster, thus pushed 

the boundary of the city further. The early riders of the transits were mainly middle- or even 

high-income people. They used it to get out of the crowded downtown and reach to their 

beautiful suburban communities. After the invention of automobiles, its use increasingly 

prevailed all over the US. More and more people purchased their own car instead of using public 

transit that much. Despite of the promotion of public transit in the 1960s and 1970s, President 

Reagan stopped the federal support for metropolitan public transit, endangering the sustainment 

of the transit system. And now the private car travel accounts for 83% of all mode of travel, 

while transit 4% (Schweitzer, 2014) 

 

Although Americans enjoyed a lot of benefit from driving, they are now suffering more and 

more from the externalities of driving. Some well-known problems caused by driving are 

congestion and pollution. Many scholars believe public transit is a good way to solve these 

problems. 

 

Many factors will affect the use of public transit, for example the fare, frequency, accessibility, 

and the urban form. Population density is one of the essential parts of urban form. A higher 

population density increases the chance of public transit use, thus ensure the investments in 

transit (Guerra & Cervero, 2012) 

 

In this paper, I will compare the present and potential public transit use between Los Angeles 

County and New York City. New York area is the biggest metropolitan area among the US and 

has the best used public transit system. While Los Angeles is the second biggest metropolitan 

area, the public transit use there is not satisfying, to some extent due to its low density. 
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I choose to compare the Metro light rail use in Los Angeles and subway use in New York City. I 

gathered the data of population density of these two areas to calculate the potential use; and I get 

the ridership data to show the actual use. Comparing these ridership data, I want to make some 

suggestion to improve the public transit development in Los Angeles. 

Data and resource 
 
The 2018 population density data of these two areas are retrieved from the website of Simple 

Analysis (shapefile): https://app.simplyanalytics.com/index.html . The data is shown by census 

tracts in people per sq. mile. 

 

The Los Angeles Metro rail route and station data are retrieved from the website of Metro 

(shapefile): https://developer.metro.net/introduction/gis-data/download-gis-data/ . The data is 

updated in June 2018, but the “Rail info about Lines, Stations and portals do not change once the 

facilities are constructed (except for corrections).” 

 

The ridership data of each Metro rail station of Los Angeles is retrieved from (csv): 

https://fusiontables.google.com/DataSource?docid=1Y_WN8jzEaB7ZfBTLtKzqA-

1sfEAw_MKKID-uVgXj#rows:id=1 (JUN17 LACMTA Stop Patronage (October, 2017 Bus 

Data - FY17 Rail Data)). I didn’t find the data directly online. I asked the help from the librarian 

and get the data from him. I also get a newer data of 2018 by sending email to Metro. But the 

data of New York only record for 2017, so I choose the more similar old data for analysis. 

 

The NYC subway route and station data (shapefile) and the ridership of each station of NYC (csv) 

are retrieved from: 

https://www.baruch.cuny.edu/confluence/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=28016896 . The data 

contains ridership data for each station from 2007 to 2017. I select the 2017 data to compare with 

the 2017 data of Los Angeles. 

 

Data processing 
 

https://app.simplyanalytics.com/index.html
https://developer.metro.net/introduction/gis-data/download-gis-data/
https://fusiontables.google.com/DataSource?docid=1Y_WN8jzEaB7ZfBTLtKzqA-1sfEAw_MKKID-uVgXj#rows:id=1
https://fusiontables.google.com/DataSource?docid=1Y_WN8jzEaB7ZfBTLtKzqA-1sfEAw_MKKID-uVgXj#rows:id=1
https://www.baruch.cuny.edu/confluence/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=28016896
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The shapefile data of population density includes some water area polygons. They are 

unnecessary for analysis so I remove them with the editor tool by choosing those whose 

population density is 0. Then I divide the population density into five categories with natural 

breaks (Jenks) method and show them in a spectrum of blue color. 

 

To compare the population density of NYC and LA County, I divide these two data with the 

same method of the 6-catogary Natural Breaks (National) classification method. Due to rounding 

to the integer, the legend starts with 0. 

 

The ridership data of Los Angeles is stored in .csv files. To open them in ArcGIS, I convert them 

into .xls files. The data of LA contains both bus ridership and rail ridership. I select the rail 

stations data by sorting “LINEDIR.1” with the range from 801 to 806. The ridership data is 

summed by weekdays, Saturdays, and Sundays respectively. So I have to add up them to get the 

total ridership data for the whole year. The ridership data of NYC is already summed up for a 

whole year amount. So I just select the 2017 data and put them into a new tab. 

 

The ridership data of each station of both areas is accompanied by the latitude and longitude data. 

So I show them in ArcGIS by using them as XY data, and export to shapefile to save them. Then 

I divide them respectively into five categories with the method of natural breaks (Jenks) and 

show them with graduated symbols. In addition, I add the polyline shapefiles of transit lines to 

help recognizing the stops. 

 

To determine the potential use of public transit, I create a buffer around each station and 

calculate how much population it can capture. According to the experience of researchers and 

planners (Guerra et al., 2011), people are willing to walk at most 0.5 miles to reach a transit 

station. So I make a 0.5 mile buffer around each station to find how many people are captured in 

the convenient reaching area. I use the clip tool in extract toolset in analysis toolbox to extract 

the population density shapefile that are covered in the buffer area. To make it possible to 

calculate the area of the extracted shapefile, I use the project tool in projections and 

transformations toolset in data management toolbox. After defining the project, I add two new 

fields to the attribute table of the extracted shapefile. In the area field, I use the Calculate 
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Geometry to calculate the area of the polygons and multiply the area by the population density to 

get the amount of people who have easy access to the public rail transit stations. 

 

Result 

Comparison of actual use of public rail transit between NYC and LA County 

Population density of NYC and LA County 

Figure 1 shows the population density of Los Angeles County and New York City. They use the 

same classification category, so we can tell the difference of density between two areas directly 

from the comparison. LA County only has few dense areas which are located to the west of 

downtown LA. The density decreases slowly from central and south LA to the coastal and 

mountain area. In all, most parts of LA County have a low density.  

 

NYC has a completely different population distribution. It has multiple areas with very high 

density. But the density decreases quickly when it extends to more peripheral areas. However, 

the majority parts of NYC have a high density. 
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Figure 1 population density of Los Angeles County and New York City (drawn by the author) 
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New York City 

 

 

Figure 2 New York City annual subway ridership and population density (drawn by the author) 

 
The ridership of NYC ranges from 8,774 (despite of a closed station with a record of 0 ridership) 

to 64,815,739 with an average of 4,064,187. As shown in Figure 2, the higher ridership is well 

related to the denser area. NYC is consisted of five boroughs and each has a different 

characteristic. Manhattan is the significantly important CBD accounting for the major portion of 

employment in NYC. This is part of the reason people have to travel to Manhattan to work. 

 

Manhattan has the highest density and most riders. The ridership especially concentrates in lower 

Manhattan and midtown where jobs concentrate, too. Its northern part has a relatively higher 

population density but smaller share of ridership, maybe due to its well-dispersed subway net to 

serve its residents. 
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The population of Brooklyn is more dispersed and so is it subway net. Its population centers near 

Manhattan have a higher transit use, while the other parts share moderate transit use. Despite of a 

higher population density, the population centers in the middle and south of Brooklyn don’t have 

an apparently higher ridership. It may be related to the lower income and proximity to their jobs 

in the factory of the residents there.  

 

Bronx also has a high population density, particularly in the west part. But its transit use is much 

lower, while some stations approximate to Manhattan have a high ridership. It could be 

explained by its lower-income population. The east part of Bronx has a lower density 

accompanied by more dispersed subway net and lower ridership. 

 

Queens has a lower population density in general but several population centers. The subways 

which connect its population center directly with Manhattan are more frequently used, especially 

at the terminal stations and transfer stations.  

 

The population of Staten Island is the lowest and may partly explain why there is no subway 

connecting it. 

Los Angeles County 

 
Los Angeles has a significantly smaller ridership than NYC. It ranges from 294,685 to 

18,307,575 with an average of 2,378,152. Its riders are mainly concentrated around downtown 

area and along the Metro red/purple line to Burbank. These areas also have much higher 

population density. Compared to NYC, Los Angeles has multiple dispersed employment centers, 

which gives people more choice of close-to-home works. This partly affects people’s use of 

transit. 
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Figure 3 Los Angeles County annual Metro rail ridership and population density (drawn by the author) 

 
The other two highly used stations are the terminal station of Expo line, Downtown Santa 

Monica, and transfer station for Blue line and Green line, Willowbrook/Rosa Parks Station. 

Santa Monica is a hub for employment, shopping and tourism, which may be the reason of high 

transit use. Willowbrook/Rosa Parks Station is a hub of both Metro rail and bus for commuters. 

 

Some high density areas don’t show a proportionately high ridership, for example the harbor area, 

south Los Angeles, airport area and East Los Angeles. It may result from the low income of the 

residents. Some areas, like Culver City (average commute time is 24.2 minutes1) and Pasadena 

City (average commute time is 25.7 minutes2), are relatively self-sustained, which means many 

                                                      
1  Data from https://datausa.io/profile/geo/culver-city-ca/ 
2 Data from https://datausa.io/profile/geo/pasadena-ca/ 
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of their residents don’t need to commute to much further area for working (average commute 

time of someone in L.A. County is 30.0 minutes3). 

Comparison of potential use and actual use of public rail transit   
As we can see from Figure 4, the 0.5-mile buffer almost covers all the dense part (population 

density > 39490 per sq. mile) in NYC, while the one of LA County still leaves lots of dense area 

out of convenient reach to the rail station. 

 

Then compare the potential use and actual use of two areas. The total annual ridership of LA 

Metro rail is 228,302,665 and the one of NYC subway is 1,727,279,608. The population that the 

0.5-mile buffer of the stations covers is 867,529 for LA and 6,056,758 for NYC. So we can 

notice that the ridership of LA is about 1/7 of NYC while the amount of potential riders is also 

1/7. 

 

Conclusion and discussion 
 

The ridership has a positive relationship with population density. The denser area shows a higher 

ridership. The ridership also has a positive relationship with the amount of its potential riders. 

The more people living near to the station the higher the ridership will be.  

 

There are also other important factors of affecting ridership, like income, job-home distance and 

accessibility of the transit net. Poor people and people living near to their job will travel less. If 

the transit net can link more activity centers in a more efficient way, there will be even more 

people using it. More factors are needed to be taken into consideration to delineate the more 

precise relationship between population density and transit use. 

 

NYC has offered a good example of promoting public rail transit use. The compare between 

NYC and LA County implies that we need to increase the population density and cover more 

area of potential users to encourage the using of transit.  

 

                                                      
3  Data from https://patch.com/california/los-angeles/average-commute-time-nyc-33-higher-la 
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To increase the population density, we need to build more dense community, which not only 

encourage the use of transit, but also is a resolution of housing crisis. Besides, we should 

increase the density of the transit net. This can both cover more potential riders and enhance the 

accessibility, enabling more people to use transit to go to more places. 
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Figure 4 0.5-mile buffer around the station and the population density (drawn by the author) 
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